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**Synopsis**

Master everything you need to know for certification, recertification, and practice with Vascular and Endovascular Surgery: A Comprehensive Review, 8th Edition. From foundational concepts to the latest developments in the field, Dr. Wesley Moore and a team of international experts prepare you to succeed, using an easy-to-read, user-friendly format and hundreds of review questions to promote efficient and effective study. Benefit from the experience of prominent specialists, each of whom provides a complete summary of a particular area of expertise. Visualize key techniques and anatomy thanks to hundreds of easy-to-follow illustrations, including line drawings, CT scans, angiograms, arteriograms, and photographs.
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**Customer Reviews**

Excellent review material. Works as a good companion to the Moore review course. A must have book for new graduates

Wesley Moore’s book is full of good information about the latest concepts in EV surgery. I have it as a reference for my 3 registered vascular technicians in my office and for the physician assistants in my practice. They seem to appreciate the information that is in this book. I use the questions to quiz the physician assistant students that rotate through my service every month.
I never bought an ebook text book before this. I think the idea is great. I wish would allow other formats besides kindle. Otherwise pleased.
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